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What Makes a Great Exhibition? 2007-02-16

for better or worse museums are changing from forbidding bastions of rare art into audience friendly
institutions that often specialize in blockbuster exhibitions designed to draw crowds but in the midst of
this sea change one largely unanswered question stands out what makes a great exhibition some of the
world s leading curators and art historians try to answer this question here as they examine the
elements of a museum exhibition from every angle what makes a great exhibition investigates the challenges
facing american and european contemporary art in particular exploring such issues as group exhibitions
video and craft and the ways that architecture influences the nature of the exhibitions under its roof the
distinguished contributors address diverse topics including studio museum in harlem director thelma
golden s examination of ethnically focused exhibitions and robert storr director of the 2007 venice
biennale and formerly of the museum of modern art on the meaning of exhibition and exhibitionmaker a
thought provoking volume on the practice of curatorial work and the mission of modern museums what
makes a great exhibition will be indispensable reading for all art professionals and scholars working
today

What Makes a Great Exhibition? 2006

the book challenges the common view that the exhibition symbolized peace progress prosperity and the
emergence of an industrial middle class auerbach suggests instead that the great exhibition became a
cultural battlefield on which proponents of different visions of industrialization modernization and
internationalism fought for ascendancy in the struggle for a new national identity book jacket

The Great Exhibition of 1851 1999-01-01

these essays expose how meaning has been produced around the great exhibition it contains readings of the
historical record of the exhibition exploring the use of industrial knowledge the contested definitions of
nation colony

The Great Exhibition of 1851 2001

it never occurred to me while growing up that art is an industry involving countless jobs so if this book
helps shed light to just one kid that it is a viable career option then it has done its job as art is
indescribably important oliver jeffers artist and illustrator this book so beautifully explains to kids
what goes into making an art exhibition it s not just about an artist hanging something on a wall for
people to see it s so much more lively layered and community driven even i learned a ton about what truly
goes into a fantastic art show joy cho author and founder of oh joy i wish i d had this book when i was
a kid i always wanted my art to be in a big museum one day but growing up in a small town that just
seemed impossible making a great exhibition is a beautifully illustrated behind the scenes peek at exactly
how art makes its way from an artist s mind to the big white walls of a fancy gallery turns out there
are a lot of people with some very cool jobs who make the magic happen and any book that shows kids
and parents they can grow up to have a career in the arts is okay by me danielle krysa the jealous
curator an exciting insight into the workings of artists and museums making a great exhibition is a
colorful and playful introduction geared to children ages 3 7 how does an artist make a sculpture or a
painting what tools do they use what happens to the artwork next this fun inside look at the life of an
artwork shows the journey of two artists work from studio to exhibition stopping along the way we
meet colorful characters curators photographers shippers museum visitors and more both illustrator
and author were raised in the art world spending their time in studios doing homework in museum offices
and going to special openings they have teamed up to share their experiences and love for this often



mysterious world to a young audience london based illustrator rose blake is best known for her work in
a history of pictures for children by david hockney and martin gayford which has been a worldwide
success author doro globus brings her love for the arts and kids together with this fun journey

Making a Great Exhibition (Books for Kids, Art for Kids, Art Book)
2021-09-28

the great exhibition of 1851 was the world s first international exposition of manufactured goods
inventions works of art and artefacts from many cultures a showcase of british manufacturing
supremacy an educational extravaganza a lesson to foreigners and a deep source of public fascination
the exhibition was closely connected with queen victoria s consort prince albert who put much effort
into having it sited in hyde park against stiff opposition protesters feared the disappearance of the park
under tons of bricks and mortar but when the great structure was eventually chosen and built it
silenced dissenters and became the most famous new building in the world

The Great Exhibition 1999

the great exhibition 1851 a sourcebook is the first anthology of its kind it presents a comprehensive
array of carefully selected primary documents sourced from the period before during and after the
exhibition in hyde park in 1851 drawing on contemporary newspapers and periodicals the archives of the
royal commission diaries journals celebratory poems and essays many of these documents are reproduced
in their entirety and in the same place for the first time the book provides an unparalleled resource for
teachers and students of the exhibition and a starting point for researchers new to the subject subdivided
into six chapters origins and organisation display nation empire and ethnicity gender class and afterlives
it represents the current scholarly debates about the exhibition orientating readers with helpful
critically informed introductions what was the great exhibition and what did it mean readers of the great
exhibition 1851 a sourcebook will take great pleasure in finding out

The Great Exhibition, 1851 2017-05-31

conceived as a showcase for britain s burgeoning manufacturing industries and the exotic products of its
empire the great exhibition at the crystal palace was britain s first truly national spectacle michael
leapman explores how the exhibition came into being the key characters who made it happen from prince
albert who was credited with the idea to thomas cook whose cheap railway trips ensured its
accessibility to all and the fascinating tales behind the exhibits that fired the imagination of the era the
best kind of popular history exact imaginative and full of fun sunday telegraph splendid michael leapman
brings a child s delight to the wonders of the exhibition and his enthusiastic prose makes his readers feel
they are almost walking down its aisles mail on sunday entertaining and engaging independent

The Great Exhibitions 1977

describes the origin and progress of the great exhibition of 1851 including the french national expositions
from 1797 to 1849 the origin and construction of the crystal palace the lay out of the exhibits and
the objects exhibited there is also a description of the close of the exhibition the appendix contains a list
of the medal winners tables of the daily number of visitors to the exhibition including the amount of money
received at the doors on each day and a financial statement of the proceeds and expenditure of the
exhibition finally a statistical note on the official catalogue is quoted from the edinburgh review
includes index



The Great Exhibition 1982

the great exhibition of 1851 was the outstanding public event of the victorian era housed in joseph
paxton s crystal palace it presented a vast array of objects technologies and works of art from
around the world the sources in this edition provide a depth of context for study into the exhibition

The great exhibition of 1851, a poem 1850

britain the empire and the world at the great exhibition is the first book to situate the crystal palace
exhibition of 1851 in a truly global context addressing national imperial and international themes this
collection of essays considers the significance of the exhibition both for its british hosts and their
relationships to the wider world and for participants from around the globe how did the exhibition
connect london england important british colonies and significant participating nation states including
russia greece germany and the ottoman empire how might we think about the exhibits visitors and
organizers in light of what the exhibition suggested about britain s place in the global community
contributors from various academic disciplines answer these and other questions by focusing on the many
exhibits publications visitors and organizers in britain and elsewhere the essays expand our understanding
of the meanings roles and legacies of the great exhibition for british society and the wider world as well
as the ways that this pivotal event shaped britain s and other participating nations conceptions of and
locations within the wider nineteenth century world

Official catalogue 1851

the great exhibition of 1851 was the outstanding public event of the victorian era housed in joseph
paxton s glass and iron crystal palace it presented a vast array of objects technologies and works of
art from around the world the first industrial exhibition of international scope contemporary
commentators attributed much wider significance to it prince albert in particular argued that the great
exhibition would bring nations together in a spirit of friendly rivalry following the social upheavals of
the previous decade but the great exhibition s role and long term influence is far from clear cut did it
encourage free trade or risk giving foreign competitors an advantage did it celebrate the achievements of
the workers or give more power to industrialists and factory owners was it ungodly even blasphemous
or did it promote christianity across the british empire

Synopsis of the Contents of the Great Exhibition of 1851 1851

the great exhibition of 1851 was the outstanding public event of the victorian era housed in joseph
paxton s crystal palace it presented a vast array of objects technologies and works of art from
around the world the sources in this edition provide a depth of context for study into the exhibition

The World for a Shilling 2011-08-18

this delightful volume provides readers with a behind the scenes look at the great exhibition of 1851 the
first international exhibition of its kind featuring detailed sketches and notes on a range of objects and
exhibits as well as insightful commentary on the cultural and historical context of the event this book
is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the history of exhibitions and trade fairs this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or



corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

The Year-book of Facts in the Great Exhibition of 1851 1851

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such
as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact
or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the
imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the
preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the
preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book the below data was compiled from various
identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is provided as an additional tool in
helping to ensure edition identification official descriptive and illustrated catalogue of the great
exhibition of the works of industry of all nations 1851 volume 2 official descriptive and illustrated
catalogue of the great exhibition of the works of industry of all nations 1851 great exhibition 1851
london england great britain royal commission for the exhibition of 1851 spicer 1851 art design
decorative art design decorative

The Great Exhibition 1982-01-01

this book brings together more than 75 colour illustrations of the great exhibition of 1851 produced by
several contemporary victorian artists for the first time in one volume the images are reproduced in full
colour making this the most complete visual account of the exhibition available originally published
across three different volumes the images in this book give modern readers the closest possible experience
to being present at the great exhibition in hyde park scenes explore the many international exhibits
particularly from india and across europe and the americas as well as the industrial and domestic goods
produced by the powerhouses of british manufacture the artists featured include john absolon 1815 95
edwin thomas dolby fl 1849 70 walter goodall 1830 1889 louis haghe 1806 1885 joseph nash 1809
78 henry clark pidgeon 1807 1880 david roberts 1796 1864 william telbin 1813 1873 and thomas
harrington wilson fl 1842 1886 this book will fascinate anyone with an interest in victorian history
and the achievements of the 19th century british empire note this book does not include explanatory text
about the great exhibition beyond image captions but a list of suggested further reading is included

Ephemeral Vistas 1988

beyond the great exhibitions expositions universelles and world fairs in london paris or chicago numerous
smaller yet ambitious exhibitions took place in provincial cities and towns across the world focusing on
the period between 1840 and 1940 this volume takes a novel look at the exhibitionary cultures of this
period and examines the motivations scope and impact of lesser known exhibitions in for example australia
japan brazil as well as a number of european countries the individual case studies included explore the
role of these exhibitions in the global exhibitionary network and consider their marginality related to
their location and omission by academic research so far the chapters also highlight a number of important
issues from regional or national identities the role of modernisation and tradition to the relationship
between capital cities and provincial towns present in these exhibitions they also address the key topic of
colonial exhibitions as well as the displays of arts and design in the context of the so called marginal
fairs cultures of international exhibitions 1840 1940 great exhibitions in the margins therefore opens up
new angles in the way the global phenomenon of a great exhibition can be examined through the prism of the



regional and will make a vital contribution to those interested in exhibition studies and related fields

The Great Exhibition Vol 1 2021-12-17

the first comprehensive study of the diverse role and impact of photography at the 1851 great exhibition
in london drawing together two decades of research to create a broader understanding of the step
change in image making and distribution represented by the great exhibition of the works of industry of all
nations the genesis of the victoria and albert museum london 0while the great exhibition has received a
variety of examinations its role in exhibiting and furthering the cause and exploitation of photography
and its impact on illustration has been largely underappreciated more broadly 1851 saw a massive
change in information management in the creation and dissemination of visually based graphic information
characterized by images of the building its contents and their display that collectively constituted the
great exhibition photography played a critical role in this quantum leap 00exhibition v a photography
centre london uk october 2018

Britain, the Empire, and the World at the Great Exhibition of 1851
2016-04-15

the great exhibition of 1851 and the crystal palace which housed it together became a british icon a
symbol of free trade and a national success funded not only by taxes but by public subscription though
the palace itself was banished to sydenham to leave hyde park free for londoners the commission was re
invented under prince albert to spend the profits for the advancement of british industry the commissioners
first established south kensington with its museums and colleges of art and science the albert hall and
the royal college of music and then moved into the training of scientists and artists they assisted in the
expansion of the british school at rome and for over a century 1851 scholars have been contributing to
british scientific discoveries this book celebrates 150 years of the commission s work fired by the
application of art and science to productive industry a story of some success and permanent record yet
a pilgrimage not without its episodes of dissension and controversy

The Great Exhibition: Guides to the exhibition and other material
addressed to visitors. Visitors' accounts 2013

the great exhibition of 1851 was the outstanding public event of the victorian era housed in joseph
paxton s crystal palace it presented a vast array of objects technologies and works of art from
around the world the sources in this edition provide a depth of context for study into the exhibition

The Great Exhibition Vol 3 2021-12-17

in this fascinating book christopher frayling shows how the victoria and albert museum s first director
attempted to define the principles of good and bad design and in doing so laid the foundations of one of the
world s great public institutions henry cole s provocative ideas on the education of manufacturers and
consumers through design and the arts dominated national debates at the time his gallery of false
principles which opened in 1852 at marlborough house and came to be called the chamber of horrors was
in effect the museum s inaugural exhibition many of the exhibits in the chamber of horrors are now lost but
all those known to survive have been recovered and brought together here for the first time what was
then despised and why makes engaging reading a century and a half later this book is based on the
inaugural henry cole lecture given by christopher frayling in 2008 to celebrate the opening of the v a s
sackler centre for arts education the first in a series to explore the relationship between culture and



society it is published with the support of the royal commission for the great exhibition of 1851 for
designers curators cultural historians and the museum going public the book resurrects a great
victorian experiment whose influence is still felt today

Notes and Sketches of Lessons on Subjects Connected With the Great
Exhibition 2023-07-18

hunt s hand book to the great exhibition 1851 displays a compelling enthusiasm for the modern world
technology and progress

The Great Exhibition, 1851 1950

the great exhibition of 1851 was the outstanding public event of the victorian era housed in joseph
paxton s crystal palace it presented a vast array of objects technologies and works of art from
around the world the sources in this edition provide a depth of context for study into the exhibition

Official Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the Great
Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations 2014-01

presents highlights from the 1851 crystal palace exhibition in london including victorian engravings and
describing the era s most successful scientific artistic industrial and commercial accomplishments

The Great Exhibition in Colour 2016-09-22

the great exhibition of 1851 was the outstanding public event of the victorian era housed in joseph
paxton s crystal palace it presented a vast array of objects technologies and works of art from
around the world the sources in this edition provide a depth of context for study into the exhibition

Cultures of International Exhibitions 1840-1940 2017-07-05

engages with nineteenth century visual culture in an unusually broad way juxtaposing photography
fashion broadside ballads popular prints and caricature in order to re examine victorian society between
chartism and the great exhibition

Photography and the 1851 Great Exhibition 2018-09

The Crystal Palace and the Great Exhibition 2002-03-05

The Great Exhibition: Reactions to the proposed exhibition (continued).
Opening on 1 May 1851 2013



The Great Exhibition 1868

Companion to the official catalogue. Synopsis of the contents of the
Great exhibition of 1851 1851

Official Catalogue of the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry
of All Nations, 1851 1851

Henry Cole and the Chamber of Horrors 2010

Hunt's Hand-Book to the Official Catalogues of the Great Exhibition
2011-05-19

The Great Exhibition Vol 2 2021-12-17

The Great Exhibition 1970

Lectures on the Results of the Great Exhibition of 1851 1852

The Great Exhibition Music Book. Containing the National and
patriotic Airs of the principal Countries of the World, arranged ...
for the Pianoforte. Preceded by an illustration of the International
Exhibition of 1862, and an introduction describing its most interesting
features. (Musical Souvenir of 1862.). 1862

The Great Exhibition Vol 4 2021-12-17

Novelty Fair 2016



The Great Exhibition 2013
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